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PROGRAMME FEATURES
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An exclusive Course
undergraduate students.

02

Programme will prepare a student for IAS exam
appearance with their completion of graduation.

03

An easy going IAS exam preparatory course that can be
continued with college studies
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highly

recommended

for

Key focus is to build concepts and engage in practice so
many assured delivery in examination can be achieved
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Concept building from Basic to Advance

06

Current affairs
development

07

Complete coverage of Prelims and Main Examination

08

Interview preparation with senior civil servants and IAS
toppers

09

Updated and Complete Study Material that cover
complete syllabus

10

Classes are Interactive i.e Student can ask their Doubts

11

Regular interaction with IAS TOPPERS & Senior IAS
Oƾcers to boost conƼdence of aspirants. Idea is to
keep kindling the dream of IAS and make them aware
with Prospects of this service.
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INTRODUCTION
Every year, Union Public Service Commission (UPSC)
conducts Civil Services Examination (CSE) to recruit officers
such as IAS, IPS, IFS, etc. A job in Civil Services is said to be
one of the most elite jobs ever sought by Indians. Hegemony
of the services and aspiration of Citizens to j oin the league
of power elites make this examination as one of the toughest
examinations of the country.
Vast contour of syllabus and pattern of CSE makes the job
even more complicated. Amid such confusion and chaos,
some natural questions arise. How some people crack the
exam in first attempt while others struggle for years? Why
many talented people with excellent academic background
fail even after years of struggle?
Well, the answer lies in “right guidance at right time”. Right
guidance means authentic, reliable and impactful mentorship
and right time means the time around which an aspirant
becomes eligible for UPSC i.e College life after passing
Class 12th.
We have analysed that when college going students directly
enter into the core batch of UPSC then many of them feel
discomfort with respect to core syllabus. And, therefore we
have designed a unique customised course of Two and Three
Years, keeping in picture a college going young aspirant.

Best Wises
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PROCEDURE FOR ONLINE CLASS
ONLINE CLASSES

DOUBT CLEARING

! To enroll student has to register on the website
using Registration Form or Google Login or
Facebook Login.

! One on one doubt clearing session will be
conducted with concern faculties on Google
Meet as per schedule.

! If already registerd login with your username and
password which you have used for registration.

! Students can put their doubts in chat box given
into their account with each session.

! Account for Online Classes will be activated
within one working day of Enrollment or before
batch Starts.

! Students can also interact with faculty though
phone or whatsApp for doubt clearing.

! Classes will be conducted online as per the
class schedule.

! After evaluation of mains test copy, one on one
discussion with respective faculty will be done
on phone.

! Weekly Class Schedule will be uploaded into
students account with session plan and doubt
clearing sessions schedule.
! Study Material is into two formats i.e. printed
and pdf.
! Printed Study Material, if any will be dispatched
by courier within a week of enrollment.
! Soft Copy notes will be uploaded in PDF format
into your account.

PRELIMS TEST SERIES
! Test schedule will be given in advance. Test will
be activated on the scheduled date.
! Once a test is activated you can write it as per
your suitable time (Flexible Test Timings).
! Tests will be submitted once you click the submit
button or it crosses the time limit.
! After submission of the test you will get your
score and All India Ranking.
! Detailed model answers will be provided.
! Your score and performance chart will be
available in your “My Account” section for future
access.

MAINS TEST SERIES
! Tests will be uploaded in PDF format in your
account.
! To write the test students have to download the
PDF of test paper booklet or write the test in A4
sheet with proper spacing as per UPSC pattern.
After writing the test send us back scanned copy
in pdf format for evaluation.
! Further evaluated test copy will be sent back to
the students within 15 days after receiving the
answer sheet.
! Test discussion video will be uploaded into your
account on the scheduled test date.
! Once student will receive evaluated copy, one
to one discussion with concerned faculty/
experts will be arranged via phone call or live
interaction.
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FREQUENTLY ASK QUESTIONS (FAQ)
! What this course is all about?
PATHWAYS is an especially designed customised course for the aspirants who
wish to start the journey of UPSC during college days only. The course is well
suited for the students who wish to prepare for UPSC along with their hectic
college schedule. The timing, duration, course content, faculty, pedology etc, all
have been customised keeping in mind an aspirant who is in his undergraduate
studies.

! Is College the right time to start? Isn’t it too early?


College is not only the right time to start but it is the most perfect time to start.
Here goes the reasoning:



Early preparation saves the quality time of your career. Generally, students start
their preparation after graduation and further preparation takes 2 more years.



During College days, normally students can carve out some quality time for
preparation like after college schedules, during vacations, weekends, occasional
leaves, etc.



Our experience in interaction with hundreds of toppers makes us believe that
all the Rankers who qualify in very Þrst attempt start right in the college itself.



Its more matter for giving career an early start which demands self-discipline
and time management, rest everything is easy-going.

! Who can get enrolled in this course?
Anyone who is pursuing his college degree post class 12th or those are in the
second year of their graduation is an ideal candidate.

! How the teaching methodology is different from a regular oneyear course?
One-year courses are intensive and it is difficult to cope with the demand of
college studies. In this course which is designed especially for undergraduates
is easy-going. The course has been designed for two years programme and three
years programme so that any undergraduate student can learn smoothly.
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! How can one get the best out of this course?
Since this course is easy-going as time availability is long so students are required
to maintain consistency and follow a schedule and self-study plan only. Mentors
will help candidates to design self-study plans. We honestly expect from the
students to adhere to the advice of mentors and maintain self-discipline.

! How daily classes will be conducted?
Since our students in this course are scattered throughout the country and so
we have designed this course in complete online mode. Daily 2 Hours session is
being scheduled for four days per week. Weekend batch is separate. How can a
Student take classes during his college exam period?

! How can a Student take classes during his college exam period?
Since the course has been designed exclusively for undergraduate students, we
have taken into account the exam factor of colleges. Hence, we have evolved two
strategies. Firstly, the actual duration of course will be of ten months each year
i.e break of two months during exam time has been taken into picture. But since
India is a vast country and so it’s almost impossible to synchronise the course
with all universities. And so if students miss a few classes during the exam then
they need not worry as recoded lectures would be provided to them and they can
watch all the lectures after the exam.

! How the subjects will be covered?
The course will move in module wise manner i.e one subject at one time. Such
module wise coverage gives you smooth completion of syllabus. So our pattern
will be- One Subject> Sectional Tests> Completion of Subject> Full Subject Test>
Next Subject.

! How assessment/evaluation is done?
Any course for such a high standard examination would miss the desired
objective unless it regularly tests students. Assessment keeps us on the right
track. Students will get regular assignments for assessment.

! What about current affairs?
Current Affairs will be discussed along with the subject lectures. It will be clubbed
along with the static part. For example, while teaching the institution of Governor,
recent politics around the Governor would also be discussed. Apart from this,
students will get a weekly magazine of Current Affairs, Gist of Yojana, PIB, Rajya
Sabha TV debates, etc.
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! What about the study materials?
Our study materials are considered to be the best among the aspirants. Hence,
along with the class, students are going to get hard copies of comprehensive
study materials. They would also get regularly updated soft copies for value
additions.

! How to manage time?
The course has been designed in such a way that it demands your 8-10 Hrs perweek. As we are aware of your hectic college life, we are going to demand only a
reasonable but sincere time of yours.

! Is there any weekend course?
Yes, For further information go to course curriculum section.
**********
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